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Introduction

Indigenous Hiscory and the HiStory of the "Indians"

JOlnal of ", Ryal Allthropogicai Institll( 4:469-88.
Carlos Fl/SIO and Mich'l Heckezbeger

This book is about rime and change. Chlnge is a deceptively simple word (Bynum

2001:19)· It implies temporaliry and decomposes homogeneous time into a pas[
and a present. Whatever is eternal and immutable is out of time; without change
neirher rime nor temporality can be conceived. Indigenous peoples of lowland
South America have often been depicted as being out of time-frozen in history,
or unable or unwilling to conceptualize change as history. he most popular im
age of Amazonian indigenous peoples is still as "contemporary ancestors," repre
sentatives of a distant paSt and a mode of living once common in human history.
From this viewpoint, Amazonian indigenous peoples have had the privilege (or
misfortune) of changing linle or not at all, reprodUCing themselves identically
over time umi! their rceent and abrupt plunge into modernity.
This primitivist image is no longer sustainable, given the rceem advances in
ethnographic, historical, and archaeological research in Amazonia. A "temporal
revolution" is under way, a new mode of looking at the continent that not only
pushes the human occupation of the Americas further back in time but also ac
celerates irs pace of diversiication and complexiication (Adovasio and Page 2002;
Dillehay 2000; W. Neves, forthcoming; Roosevelt et . 1996). Today it is clear
that the indigenous societies of Amazonia changed, and changed a lot, since rhe
starr of the Christian era. Most recent archaeological indings reveal a much more
dynamic image of the millennium preceding the European Conquest. Evidence
of population growth, increasingly dense social networks, and political complexi
icarion re found in various regions of the tropical rainforest. Complex societies
extended along the emire length of the Amazon (Cuapindaia 2001; Heckenberger
et . 1999; Neves et a1.

2003; Neves and Petersen, 2006; Petersen et al. 2001;
Roosevelt 1991, 1993; Schaan 2001, 2004), fro m rhe Orinoco basin in the north
(Casson 2000; Roosevelt 1980; Rostain 1994) to the southern Amazon peripherr
.
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(Heckenberger 2005; Heckenberger et . 1003) and the forests and savannas of

on the history of the people under study, producing dense local mictohistories

the Llanos de Mojos (Oenevan 200[; Erickson [995). The continelll and Ama
zonia on the eve of conquest might best be pictured s an effervescent cultural

awaiting new regional syntheses (e.g., Fausto 2001; Heckenberger 2005; Rival

pot.
The claim that Amazonian societies underwent signiicant changes before the

2002; Vcrswijver 1992; Vila=a, 2006).
Processes of change have also become a key issue for research into them.�

as

diverse as the cosmopolitics of contact (Albert and Ramos 2000), religiOUS con

arrival of Europeans may seem obvious today. However, it runs against the Stew

versions (Wright 1999, 2004), indigenous involvement in the monetary economy

ardian consensus that dominated regional ethnology from the ifS[ publication of

(Fisher 2000; Gordon 2006; Howard 2000; Hugh-Jones 1992), movements of

rhe Handbook OfSOlth American Indians (1946) until quite recently. Julian Stew

cultural emergence and ethnogenesis (Hill 1996; Monteiro, fonhcoming; Oliveira

ard proposed what became the mOst influential model for comprehending the

Filho 1999a; Schwartz and Salomon 1999; Tassinari 2002), new forms of indig

113tive societies of the South American continent, classiying them hierarchically

enous sociality in the cities (Andrello 2006; Lasmar 2005), schooling and the

into four main types according to their degree of complexity (Steward 1946-50;

introduction of writing (Cavalcanti 1999; Franchetto 1995, forthcoming; Rival

Steward and Faron 1959). However, his classification of Andean and Caribbean

1996, 2002; Weber 2004; see also Gow '990). One should mention as well the

societies was based on information dating back to the sixteenth century, while

Aourishing literature on the political processes involved in negotiating idenri

Amazonian peoples were classiied in line with ethnographic data from the im

ties and rights at the national and international level (Albert 1997; Brown 1993;

half of the twentieth century, some four hundred years of colonial history later

Chaumeil 1990; Conklin 2002; Conklin and Graham 1995; Greene 2004; Jackson

(Fausto 2000a). Amazonian peoples therefore seemed frozen in a natural history,

1994, '995; Ramos 1998; Rival 1997; Turner 1995; Veber 1998). In aB, then, a new

stuck in a time frame matching the evolutionary hiStory of the species.

ethnology, a new archaeology, and a new history of the indigenous peoples of

While Amazonia has undoubtedly seen many changes since the start of the
Christian era, it changed even more rapidly after 1492. Indigenous peoples expe

Amazonia and nearhy areas are revolutionizing the Stewardian model and expos
ing a previously inconceivable dynamism to dIe region's societies.

rienced a hrutal acceleration of change and rapid transformation of their world
the outcome of the catastrophic processes of demographic loss, mass migrations,
and cultural decimation alternating with processes of edlnic reconstitution, trans

The Spirit of the Times

culturation, "cultural cannibalism," and the emergence of new social forms. Many

-The temporality inscribed in most contemporary works, however varied their

of these histories arc deinitively lost from humanity's records and can never be

empirical objen, scale, and theoretical inclinations, certainly diverges from the

recovered; others will be retrieved, but without the experiential detail that would

view that dominated regional anthropology a few decades ago; likewise the key

be desirable. Even so, the large number of historical and ethnohistorical works

concepts and the thematic ields under investigation have changed. 11le new di

published over the lst two decades shows that, although documentation is scarce,

rections taken by research in Amazonia have accompanied a general shift in the

it is still possible to produce local and regional histories of indigenous Amazonia.

social and human sciences, a phenomenon we usually deine as a series of "turns"

Thanks to these works, large regions of the tropical rainforest have ceased to be

(linguistic [Urn, cultural turn, historical turn, pragmatic rum, relexive rum) and

te7a uo/a from a historical poim of view.l

by a tone of "post"-uality (poststrucruralism, posrmodernism, and even some
POSt-posts). These terms are symptomatic of general changes in the social sciences,

Important historically oriented coBections, from broad-ranging works such
as Historia dos indios no Brasil (Cunha 1992) and South American volume of 7he

within the heralded new milieu of knowledge production: living from "turn" to

Glmbridge Histoy of the Natile Peopes of the AmericS (Salomon and Schwanz
1999) to those fOCUSing on a region or linguistic group (Etlmohistory 47(3-4);

"turn," we oten ind ourselves Out of time, incapable of deining our own dy
namic imellec[Ual condition, and resort to the preix "POSt" to avoid lOSing our

Franchetto and Heckenberger 2001; Hi!] and Santos�Granero 2002; Whitehead
2003; Wright 2005), are proof of the vitality of contemporary research into the

bearings in the absence of labds.2
The temporal acceleration of our reAexive consciousness is also relected in the

hisrory of indigenous Amaonian peoples and the possibility of conducting com
parative syntheses. At a more localized level, edlOographic monographs increas

timescales found in our models and narratives: the long il1lervals of structural
movements give way [Q evenemential narrations and to the history of the present,

ingly incorporate focus on diachronic perspectives beyond the traditional chapter

while the impersonal forces of the environment, cuirure, and economy cede their
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place to human action, history in the making, and intersubjective negotiations.
The topics being researched have also changed, along with our classiicatory cat

rhe present that is not always easy to detect. We approach the dialectic between
transformation and reproduction, or histOrical change and structural continuity,

egories: we no longer study kinship, politics, economy, or religion, bur subjectii
cation, embodiment, empowerment, agency, and identity. s Sahlins points out,

from a dynamic perspective in which rransformation is a constitutive parr of the
plane of permanence. As Sahlins argues, "the continuity of indigenous cultures

institutions and structures have been emptied to give way to a new "subjectology"

consiSTS of the speciic ways through which they transform themselves" (199]:126;
see also Albert 2000:13; Gow 2001).

(2°°4:140).

The contributors to this book embrace many of these Transformations in an
thropological models, such as the incorporation of diachrony, the focus on pro
cesses of subjectiicarion, and a certain reincorporation of human creative action.
However, our global position is one of caution and critical distance. We feel
uncomfortable with the facility with which anthropology has come to adapt itself

AJternating to Alterity
A book about time and change is also a book about identity. u Caroline Bynum
suggests, the question of change is "the other side of the question of identity. If

to the major ideological trends of the post-welfare state. If it is true that anthro

change is the replacement of one entity by another or the growth of an entity our

pology has focused primarily on the normative and structural aspects of social life
during the heydays of the nation-S[3te and the planned economy, it is also not

of another entity in which it is implicit, we must be able to say how we know we
have an entity in the irst place" (2001:19). ldentiy is also a deceptively simple

by chance that it has recently gloriied lexibility, history, and individual agency

word, in that, like change, it conRates diverse things and perspectives. It is at the

along with the neoliberal momentum in the global economy. We do not want to

heart of our contemporary experience, as individuals, as members of collectivities

imply here that there is an overdetermination of the real economy (and its imag

(real and imagined), and as anthropologists who re accustomed o seeking out
the identity ofothers. The social sciences tend to rcif the social world by creating

ined realities) over theoretical thinking, but Simply to remind that what seems to
be the last politically correct mood may prove later to be ultimately reactionary

boundaries, ascribing names, and localizing identities. Without limits, what is al

(see Sahlins 20°4:(49). Indeed, this will inevitably occur if we fail to reRect on

entity? Without an emity, who or what possesses an identity? It is near impossible

the risks of projening Onto native peoples our own most cherished cultural no

TO conceptualize a relational world made up only of hybrids in a constant state of
transformation, one in which, as the Heraditeans put it, we can never step twice

tions, those that positively define our contemporary subjective experience, such
as historical consciousness and individual agency.3
As a way of avoiding the projection of our own notions of history and agency
onto Amerindian peoples (as if thy need these notions to be considered more
than passive subjects of colonial and national processes), the ethnographic srudies
presemed here address basic questions such as: How is change conceptualized?
How is temporality inscribed in discourse, space, and ritual practices? What are
the diferent modes of producing transformation and what are the regimes of
historicity constituted by these practices? Responding to these questions is an
essential step in being able to "imbue historiography with ethnographic inSight"
(Salomon 1999:19) as well as engage ethnography with temporality. Our aim is to
study how social memory is produced and mobilized, how change and its agents
arc conceived, how narratives of the past serve o construct the present. In brie,
we wish to comprehend some of the diverse human modes of inhabiting time and
prodUCing transformation.
The authors of the following essays rake ethnology as a critical tool that seeks
not only to explore "unfolding social reality in terms of change" (Salomon and
Schwart: 1999:4) but also to reveal a plane of continuities between the past and

into the same river. Bur while a river may be deined by its continuous flow rather
than by its shores, human collectivities cannot. From a human point of view,
questions of identity imply a kind of temporality thar involves both memory and
forgetting. Whal am I now if [ cannot remember what I was a moment before?
Am [ still myself or something else?
111ese questions, with deep rootS extending back to Greek philosophy and
Judeo-Christian theology, frame the way we have come to think about identity,
change, and temporality. The uneasiness of cultural anthropology with processes
of "acculruration," "metissage," and "syncretism" parallels Western philosophy's
uneasiness with personal identity, a theme as central to modern philosophy
(Schneewind 1998; C. Taylor (989) as it was to medieval Christianity (Bynum
o preserving identity (.� self-sameness) was to pos
tulare the continuiry of some inner principle (the soul or essence) in opposition
to the body or appearance. But while this was never a simple question in terms of
personal identity, the case of collective identity proved to be just s problematic,
if not more so: what does Volksgeist mean without a distinctive language, myths,
rites, and the like?

1995). The classical solution
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Today, Volksgist and other essentialisms are out of ashion, especially since the
"discovery" that no such thing as a Kcuhure" has ever existed. Instead, every social
entity is seen to be both constructed and imagined, an efect of discursive prac
rices (including those of anthropologists) and idenrity politics. In postmodenity,
identity assumes another shape, becoming the mechanism through which the
always provisional integration of multiaceted subjects (singular or collective) is
produced for oneself and for mhers. Identity is the form in which these subjects
appear to other subjects in a ield of power praC[ices: "Identity, here, is decisively
a question of empowerment. The people without histOry in this view are the
people who have been prevented from identiying themselves for mhers� (Fried
man 1994:117).
111is book does nm automatically assume that Amerindians are concened with
personal and collective identity to rhe same degree as Westeners, nor thal they
arc concened in the same way. They may or may not share the "intense modern
concen for identity" (Calhoun 1995:193) as a result of their immersion in new

7

with n understanding of native ontologies and social philosophies; without this
other dimension we risk falling into the sterile debate about authenticity and
inauthemicit, a later avatar of mid-twentieth-century cultural change studies
(for critical evaluations of the laner, see Conklin 1997; Jackson 1995; Oakdale
2004; Turner 1991). Sahlins is correct
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say that the "self-conscious abrication

of culture in response to imperious ourside 'pressures' is a normal process," and
[hat, in this respect, "no culture is sui generis" (2000:489). However, the politiS
of recognition and anxieties over authentiCity and inauthenticity are undoubtedly
a speciic cultural aspect of our own {posr)modern condition.
[f anthropology is to grasp the indigeniuHion of global trends-which are
never born global, JUSt as they have never been entirely local-it must come to
terms with diference and resist a paralysis born of the fear of exoticizing the
Other. his anxiety results in part from the critique of the Us/hem dichotomy,
Of

�the West and the Rest," intended to free us from the underlying spell of

social COntexts. But even where this is the case, we approach indigenous socio

primitivism {Fabian 1983; Kuper t988; Said (978).6 But it also results from the
new posirion assumed by autochthonous peoples in the postcolonial world, a shifr

cosmologies from another standpoint, according equal emphasis to diference

thaI in turn has led to a new politics of ethnographic representation (Asad 1973;

and sameness, transfonnation and continuity, and exploring how the instability

Cliford and Marcus 1986). Although the critique of primitivism and exoticism

of these dualities generates a very speciic dialectics of identity and alterity} In a

has a number of positive aspects, taken to an extreme it has succeeded in mak
ing any evocation of "strangeness" anathema. As an anthropological operation
par excellence, "distanCing" enables the anthropological study of subjects rhat in

sense, Amerindians amounr to postmoderns avant a utu by making identity "a
reversible or provisional state" destined never to last (Levi-Strauss 1991:305). 1he
problem is knowing whether the uses of idenrity, and the anxieties over it, arc
equivalent.
he posrmodern celebration ofmulriform contexts and multi-identity subjects
supposes a project of uniication (albeit unattainable) that echoes the former so
Ciological vocabulary of status and role (Calhoun 1995:196). In indigenous Ama

principle are not strange to us. The risk of taking literally the maxim "Nothing
human is strange to me" is to turn our common sense into what we share in com
mon with (any) others. he danger here lies in performing a reactionary inversion
in which critique becomes moralizing and a potentially liberating anthropology
becomes patronizing. l"e anathema of exoricizarion convens into a rejection of

zonia, rhe problems of subjecriication and identity relate to the constitution of

diference, leaving anthropologiStS satisied widlthe belief that, by projecting rhe

both singular and collective subjects via the often predatory relationship with hu

values of the metropolis OntO others, they morally upgrade native peoples. While
autochthonous peoples were unarguably put in "the savage slot" (Trouillot 1991)
in the past, the bener to be controlled, are we not now requiring them to possess

man and nonhuman aherides (Alberr 1985; Castro 1992; Chaumeil 1985j Descola
1993; Erikson 1986, 1996; Fausto 1999,

2001;

A. Taylor 1985). What haunts the

social is not d1e (impossible) uniication of identities but the complete and irre
versible transformation into another �species" of subject, as well as the consequent
projection of predation onto the sociality of kinship (see Fausto 2002a).
Still, identity politics is an important part of the contemporary lives of indige
nous peoples (see Maybury-Lewis 2002; Warren and Jackson 2002). The hegemo
ny of the West has served o universalize the language of identity and to organize
the political practice of many of the world's autochthonous peoples in terms of
its logic.s l"his is an imporram topic for understanding contemporary Amazonian
indigenous social practices, but we believe it must be addressed in conjunction

history, identity, and agency of" etain kind to qualiy as real people??
As Patrick Menget «(999) points Ollt, such a history supposes the construc
tion of a single totalizing narrative as a succession of events and phases lived by
an ethnic group. This construction responds fO demands stemming from the
sociohistorical conrcxt in which Soulh American indigenous populations nowa
days ind themselves. In Brazil, the production of these narratives by specialists,
in particular anthropologists assigned to write technical repons, has become es
sential to the acquisition of rights over traditional lands and in some .lSes to lhe
construction of an ethnic identity for oneself and for Others (see Cunha 1986;
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Oliveira 1999b, 2002). As a result, the applied work of anthropologists in land

transformation). These preferences arc nOt impediments to investigating phenom

claims, fundamental to the political and legl gains of indigenous peoples in

enological and pragmatic aspects of social life, nor to incorporating diachrony in

Brazil, sufers from a paradox rypical of all "entangled"

our studies. In fact, mOSt of the authors included here have been writing about

Umpliquit)

action (Al

ben 1995): it becomes an instrument of the logic of the state it ostensibly aims

indigenous history and historiciry for more than a de:ade now.8

to counter. s Menget suggests. "Putting the legitimate rights of Indians into

The book resulrs from the session "History and Historiciry in Amazonia: Time

efect undoubtedly requires ethnologists o provide them with the weapons for

Conceptualized, Experienced, and Enacted," held at the 98th Annual Meeting

resiSting. Bur today we demand that they assert themselves by rewriting their

of the merican Anthropological Association in [999.9 The cenrral issue of rhe

past, as though their survival, aftet what for them was centuries of turmoil and

meeting was how conceplS of time structure our work as anthropologists and the

bloodshed, were not ample proof of their resilience, their resistance, and their

lives of the peoples we study. Two previous meetings congregating Amazonian

will to live� ([999:164).

specialists focused on related topics: the '976 symposium "Time and Social Space

This book reasserts an anthropological commitment to understanding difer

in Lowland Somh America," held at the XUI International Congress of Ameri

ence, an ambition that has been drowned in suspicion over the last few decades.

canists (Overing, see Kaplan [977), and a [984 session at the AA, which resulted

However, it is not intended as a return to the modenist knowledge pracrices

in rhe book

of rhe pasr. We fully re:ognize the importance of the postnodenist critique of

on the PSt (Hill t988a).10

certain aspects of alHhropological theory, bl[ we wish to avoid its intellectual

Rethinking History and Myth: Indigenous South American Perspectives

The "Time and Social Space symposium addressed rhe quesdon of how time

pitfalls and its etllllographic paralysis. This book favors a relarionist approach

is conceptualized in Amazonia by exploring indigenous social philosophies of

to the problem of "gening to know the Other," one that implies recognizing,

time. Irs agenda was born of the need to distinguish Amazonian collective repre

as Eduardo Vivdros de Castro PUtS it, that the relation is both our subject and

semations of time from the notion of genealogical time characteristic of British

our method. Approached in these terms, the anthropological problem is "less

Africanisr models. s parr of this paradigm shit, emphasiS was accorded to the

to determine what the social relationships that constitute its subject are than to

mechanisms of obliteraIing time and forgetting genealogical ties, both now well

ask what its subjecr constitutes as a social relation, what a social relation is in the

known aspects described in a series of Amazonian ethnographies (but perhaps not

subject's terms or, more exactly, in the lerms thai can be formulated by Ihe rela

quite as universal as was once thought-see Chaumeil, this volume). For Overing

tion berween the 'anthropologist' and the 'native'" (Castro, fonhcoming).

Kaplan, indigenous represenradon of time implied irs denial; if not a denial of
time's passage per se, at least an attempt to "deny the changes that occur through

Hot heories, Warm Historicities

time" ([977:389). Such a philosophy of time or regime of historiciry was closely
inspired by Levi-Strauss's distinction berween "cold" and "hot" societies.

The contributors to this book cone from diverse intellectual traditions and ad

The other meeting uniting specialists from Amazonia (and the Andes) resulted

dress the issues of change, temporaliry, and memory in diferent ways. Many

in what has proved ro be perhaps the most influential ethnographic book on the

of us have been t'aking parr in an intellectul conversation in progress since the

myth/history debate.

t960s, including authors from diferent nationl backgrounds and sryles of an

Jonathan Hill calls "the myth of 'cold' societies" (HiIl 1988b:3). Ir looks ro read

Rethinking History andMyth is devoted to dismanriing what

thropological practice, and focusing on a number of theoretical and empirical

dress rhe distinction between myth and history by exploring the ways in which

problems speciic co Amazonian indigenous peoples. 111is conversation has rwo

lndian-white contact appears in narratives, rituals, and oratory. In a sense, the

distinctive characteristics. Firstly, ir breaks with the normal center-periphery hi

book takes precisely the opposite rack to the earlier symposium, seeking to free

erarchical StrUCture, sincc Brazil is as much a cemcr of theoretical production as

itself from the formal and synchronic side of st[llcmralism and lend a new em

France, England, or the United States. Secondly, it developed from Uvi-Srrauss's

phasis to politics and performance in social life: "myth in South America,� writes

Americanist legacy, and despite expanding beyond these origins, it has conserved

Turner in his closing commenrs, �has nor been merely a passive device for clas

a structuralist resonance-a background radiation, so to speak. This amounts to

siying historical 'events' bur a program for orienting social, politicl, ritual, and

a certain "sense of structures" as well as a predisposition o approach the process

other forms of historical action" (1988:136). This shit from classiicatory reason

of transformation in terms of continuiry (and continuity in terms of structural

to the logic of politics and practice exempliies nor only Americanist production

J
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over recem decades but also posmructuralist anthropology in general, a shin ac
companied by a closer attention to history.ll
However, comparing the various chapters included in the publications fom
the two symposia (Overing Kaplan 1977; Hill 1988a), we can see that, analyti
cally speaking, they are nor quite so opposed as the theoretical discussions would
imply. Both collections focus on apprehending the culturally specinc forms of
relating to temporal sequences, although with diferent takes on the relation be
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[998; Cow 1995; Heckenberger 200S; Hill 1989; Samos-Granero 1998; Vidal 2000,

z003; Whitehead 1998). The conStruction of kinship and the meaningful experi
ences of dwelling have been treated as key elements of indigenous hisroriciries
(Gow 1991; Viegas, forthcoming). Ritual has been studied as a primary means of
producing and actualiZing social memory (Conklin 1995; Cormier 2003; Cunha
and Castro 1985; Graham 1995; McCllum 2000i Oakdale 2001, 20053; A. T..ylor

derstanding of [he Uvi-Straussian distinction between hot and cold societiesY

1993), a theme that has acquired a more theoretical formulation i n the works of
Carlo Severi (1993, 2004). Narratives-whether umydlical," "historical," or "auro
biographical"-and other verbal genres have been investigated. revealing Singular

Indeed, it may be argued that many of the cases analyzed in R�thinking History

ways of constructing temporality, as well as the inscription of historical events

and Myth are good examples ofwhat Levi-Strauss had in mind when he proposed

in discursive forms (Basso 1995; Fausto 2oo2b; Franchetto 1993; Gallois 1993;
Hendricks 1993; Kohn 2002; Oakdale 2oo5b). Here we can also highlight the

[ween srructure and praclice. Part of the problem here resides in a diferent un

this distinction. By exploring how Indian-white relations arc incorporated intO
and expressed by rimal performances and narratives, the contributors show how

themes of cultural cannibalization and mimesis that have emerged as new ways

cerrain cultural devices absorb new events and rclations. -fhe fact that this neces
sarily implies change does not contradict Uvi-Strauss's argument, since the lat

of conceiving processes previously subsumed under the label of �acculturation"
(Santos-Granero 2002i TaUSSig 1993; see also in this volume Santos-Granero's and

ter is predicated nor upon stability and fiXity bur upon the notion of structural

Fausto's chapters).

transformation-the SOrt of transformation that structures his Mythoog;qu�s. As

In sum, a signiicant number of contemporary ethnographic works look to
comprehend the regimes of historicity developW by Amazonian peoples; their

he points out i n "The Scope of Anthropology," he adoprs, in conuast to hisrory,

"a ralolionaJ rather than a Xional method" ([1960J 1976:18).
We take this transformational model as an important analytical instrument
in studying issues of continuity and change, revealing their mumal implication
without resorting to romantic motifs such as essence, VoJksgeist, or cultural core,
which suppose self-Similarity across time. A productive critique of Uvi-Strauss's

indings, in rum, can be used as a critical mol for the development of historical
studies, supplying parameters-alwas relative, since we cannot suppose a simple
identity between dle paSt and the present-that in (Urn enable us o produce
histories that are "at once intelligible in the non-native orbit, and authenric (0
native categories" (Salomon 1999:SI).

ideas must therefore question the JimiJ of this model of structural transforma
tion rather than attribute a lack of dynamics to his dleory. The lower limit of this
model is the issue ofhuman agency. since structural dynamics implies a diachrony
without agency. The question then is how much agency we wish to infuse i n our
descriptions (see Schwam and Salomon 2003:5[0). lhis is a highly complex issue
since, at least for anthropologists, it implies a further question: What is agency
and what does it mean in speciic ethnographic situations? The upper limit of the
model has two aspects: how ro concepmalize radical transformation, and how
to conceptualize the encounter of societies with diferent strucmres (see Sahlins
[981, 1985; also Turner [993:63). We deal with [he problem of agency in the next
section. and with so-called cuhural contact in the penultimate one.
Despite their divergences, both symposia provided an important impulse
toward research into indigenous temporality and memory. lhe inscription of
memory in the landscape, the temporality involved in interactions with the envi
ronment, and the study of indigenous cartographies have emerged as imponant
Themes of investigation, particularly among specialists in Arawakan peoples (Balee

The Otherness of Indian History
The recent development of diachronic research

01

indigenous peoples in Ama*
wnia is not without its internal frictions. As Frank Salomon observes, there is
an "underlying tension betwttn respect for the 'otherness' of 'Indian history'
(which demands epistemological caution abour representing native viewpoints)
and recognition of indigenous peoples' 'agency' in the making ofearly modernity

(which demands bold synthetic representations)" (1991:51). Such tension is not
conined to anthropology in Amazonia. In his monogr.ph on Tanga Islanders,
Foster underlines the diiculty of reconciling two distinct lineages of Melanesian
anthropology. O n one hand, Foster writes, a NC\I Melanesian Ethnography has
Aourished, led by Strathern (1988; also see 1999) and Wagner (1967, 1981) and
emphasizing the "fundamental diferences between Melanesian and Western pre
SUPpositions about social reality." O n the other hand, we ind a New Melanesian
History, the outcome of a close symbiosis berween history and anthropology in
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die works of amhors such as Thomas (1991) and Carrier (1992), which, on Ihe
contrary, stresses the "similarities generated Out of shared hiscories of colonialism

a humanly made phenomenon" (1999:59). Turner, for his part, deines historical
consciousness as the perception that the socia! world is the product of "creative

and commerce" (Foster 1995:2-3).

social agency as a property of contemporary socia! actors" (1988:244), while Hill
calls it "a relexive awareness on the part of social actors of their abilities to make

The same tension can be detected in Amazonian ethnology, although some
works try co accommodate both positions. This is the tone set by Pacicando

0

banco (Alben and Ramos 2000), for exmple, which aims to "reconcile analy
ses of cosmological systems with the socio-history of contact situations" (Albert
2000:10). Yet this tension is perhaps irreducible, more a continual byproduct of
the dualisms-between myth and history, structure and agency, reproduction and
transformation-that we ll reject at the outset only to reencounter, or reinvent,

situational and more lasting adjustments to social orderings," an idea founded in
!Urn on lhe perception that "the historical past is . . . inhabited by fully human,
cultural beings who, alrhough perhaps living in diferent conditions from those
of rhe present time, had essentially the same powers for making changes as do
people living in the present" (1988b:6-7).
From this viewpoint, hiStory and historical perception are necessarily rooled

positions. For, as Ingold argues, what is characteristically Western is "a propensity

in human praxis, or, as Fran:ois Chatelet says, in the "recognition of the sen
sible-proane nature of human existence� (1962:40). his human "making," which
molds society as much as namre and which can be narraTed a posteriori, is con
ceived here as a universal potential that is realized as historical consciousness only

to think in parallel dichotomies" (1994:21), and not binarism per se.

when recognized as human action-that is, when perceived as creative human

in the end. If we cannot escape them, perhaps we can countetact the global nature
of these series of binarisms by following Strathern (1981) and taking each of the
opposed pairs to be tangemial to the rest without ever forming a single set of op

In terms of the topics covered by rhis book, the tension between a New Ama

action capable of producing transformations in Ihe social world. At once histori

zonian History and a New Amazonian Ethnography is expressed in the way the

cal and political, [his consciousness supposes the homogeneity of past, present,

category of "agency" is claimed by each line of research. Used to deine the cre

and future-Lyell's uniformitarianism applied to human things.
The question is whether these deinitions, airly productive when it comes to

ative capacity to act in a transformative form on sociocultural reality, agency
has been taken either as a universal human quality-one previously ignored by
srructural anthropology (see RappOrt and Overing 2000:8)-or, in contrast, as

reconstructing a history on the basis of oral accounts, respect the "otherness" of

a culturally deined quality, not necessarily located in the singular or collective
individual, whose deinition varies in accordance with native ontological premises

certainly an essential step in producing histOrical narratives of peoples without
writing (as we twO have, in fact, already done: Fausto 2001, n.d.; Heckenberger

and their relational practices. The ];mer understanding ofagency can be Iraced in
large part to the contributions ofStrathern (1988) and Wagner (1991) on Melane

2005). However, nothing guarantees that this history of the Indians is also an
indigenous hiStory (Menget 1999; see also Basso 1995). 'rhe problem lies in nego

sian notions of personhood, a body ofwork that today has a sizeable inluence on

tiating not only the diference between indigenous and Western regimes of social

"Indian hiSTOry." Recovering the link between human action and narrated fact is

Amazonian ethnology (e.g., CastrO 2001; Fausto 2002a; Gow 1991; Heckenberger

memory but also their diferent social theories of action and agency. HistOrical

2005; Hugh-Jones 2000; McCallum 2001; A. Taylor 2000; Vila:a 2002).
These twO ways of deploying the notion of ageny have an importam bear

ageny, deined as a human capacity, presum.� an ontological separation between

ing on the myth/history debate. Contemporary deinitions of historical agency,
historical consciousness, and even history presuppose if not the suppression of
myth then at leasr the emergence of a theoretico-practica! sphere in which human
actions are taken to be efective in themselves. A historical narrative is obtained
wherever the capacity for transformative action is attributed to humans in their
ordinary condidon. This is a deinition extending back to ancient Greece, but it
also relects the way in which modern philosophy and history retrospectively nar
rated their origin myths as the overcoming of mythos by gos (see Lincoln 1999).'3
Be that as it may, this is the usual deinition in South American amhropology.
Salomon, for exmple, deines hisrorical narratives as "narratives about change as

humans and non humans that fits awkwardly with Amerindian animist ontologies
(Casrro [998; Descola 1992, 2005). It could be argued, therefore, that the indig

i
action would be shamanic action on
enous equivalent of what we term hstorical
the world, with the implication that transformative action is not limited to those
cases in which human praxis is recognized as a condition, in and by itself, for
social transformation (Fausto 2oozb; see also HiJl I999:39[-394) .
This argument has two further implications. One is that, in this context, the
concepts ofaction and agency are linked to the problem of producing transforma
tions in a world that is not seen as a product of social conventions. Agency here
supposes the possibility of producing transformations in the order established
by
myth and not the substitution of one convention for another convention, o ne
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contract for another contract. Transformarive action is a diferentiating act in

in insuring the eicacy of these narratives over space and time. While rhey

relation to the postmythic1l order, which also implies the actualization of mythic

are practical in that they derive from activities that solve problems on the

time to produce effective uansformarions.14 The second implication is that trans*

ground, they accomplish this by articulating powerul symbols that move

formative action demands an interaction with beings that may be agents without

people to action by forging a moral link to a distam pas!. Their eicacy lies

being human in kind. Creative human activity depends on mobilizing capacities

in their very merging of myth and hisrory, and not in any separation of rhe

that are not JUSt human and of which humans were (partially) deprived in rhe

t·o (1998:08).

posrmyrhical order. The equivalent of our "making history" is, then, a mythoprax*
is rhat is narrated as a past and a future in a shamanic key (Fausto 2oo2b:85).n
Our argument echoes that of Salomon on rhe famous Huarochiri Quechua
Manuscript, :1 compilation of oral accounts made at the start of the seventeenth
century in Peru. Ole history that emerges from rhe manuscript is one of intcrac*
tion bctwccn humans and divinities

(hlldCJ). Its chronology seems

to have been

subjected to evcry kind of manipulation, yet, as Salomon argues, "even if the
[orall sources had been spared such manipulation, they would not have embodied
a view of diachrony much like that of European historians. The tellers were nOt
chieAy interested in compiling a chain of human causes for human events. Rather,
their main preoccupations were 'mythohistoric'" (1999:37). l1le history that un*
folds is thus a history of relationships between humans and gods-and between
humans through gods. Likewise, in Amazonia it is more accurate to conceive
indigenous history (not the hisrory of Indians) as the Outcome of sociocosmic
interactions betwcen diferent },pes ofpersons, human and nonhuman, expressed
in a set of always multiple narratives only partially roralizable through ritual ac
tion that reairms �the fundamental process of transformation, which provides
the ontological basis of culture" (Menger 1999:164). The constitution ofhislOrical
agents depends nm on a relexive capaci}' (historical consciousness) but on the
fabrication of people's agential capacities rhrough involvement in shamanic and
ritual practices.!6
It is worth noring that this does not imply an absence of indigenous histori
cal accounts, in the sense we usually give to history; neither does it me:1ll that
indigenous societies are imprisoned by rhe "machine of myth." 111e problem is
precisely one of supposing that rhe suucture/agency dualism is part of the same
cquation involving myth/history. ligning these dualisms in a singlc series is our
way of prodUCing what we call modenity; in the indigenolls case, though, myth
and its rcactualizarion arc precisely the conditions for producing social agencyP
s Rappaport notes, when associated with political str:uegies, oral lTaditions as
sume an entirely diferent charactcr to when they arc approached simply as myths.
However.

In seeking to rclate our concept of histOry to other sociocultural contexts,
therefore, we must be prepared to explore conceptual equivalences rather than
objective identities. This is nor a question of asking whether history exists among
Amerindians and whether they are aware of it, bur of determining whar rhey
constirme as history and how we can describe it in terms of the relation between
them and us (Castro, forthcoming).

Geometries of Relations
e return to

the tension indicated by Salomon and by Foster from the other

side of the equarion, one that emphasizes lhe plane of similarities and the mutual
entanglement in a shared colonial and national history. The shift from a Struc
turl idiom o one of ontology, which characterizes both the Melanesian and the

Amazonian Nw Ethnography, has enabled an exploration of the (onto)logical
continuity of rhe indigenous lived world and, therefore, an emphasis on the dis
similarities between Us and Them. even in comexlS of intense social change and
growing interaction with the surrounding society.

A recent example of this position is Gow's book, which combines structural,
phenomenological, and histOrical approaches in order to understand whar kind of
continuity inheres in the ceaseless transformation of the Piro people of Peruvian
Amazonia. From this perspective, he rephrases the issue of historical agency: "the
present study," he writes.
would have achieved little if all it said was that what Piro people have
done, historically, is reaCt to thosc features of the ongoing consequences
of Eutopean colonial expansion that have impinged upon them. Instead,
it is necessary to demonstrate thar the speciic form of successive colonial
situations arose from within the WlYS Piro people l lbout constituting them.
This is not because, in the sentimenral language of resistance theories, Piro
people are not passive victims but active agents. For much of their recem
history, Piro people have indeed been viCfims of exploitation, brutaliry, and
injustice, in situations where they had no say and few means o ight back,

Notwithstanding the centrali}' of the practical sphere in Nasa history mak*

and it would be grorcsque for me to pretend lhat things had been otherwise.

ing. we o1nnQt lose sight of rhe importance of ritual, symbol and pattern

Instead, the reason why it is necessary 10 demonstrate that rhe speciic form
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of successive colonial simations arose from the ways Piro people set abolll
constituting them is because Piro people are made by other riro people, and

7

the multiplication of relations at various scales; and, inally, the paradoxical pro

intrinsically meaningful to them (2001:303, our emphasis).

cess of territorialization and delocalization (see Fausro 2ooob).
Discontinuity was a crucial feature of the colonial process in Amazonia. Mo
ments of expansion were inrermingled with periods of retraction in such a way

"nle authors of this book adopt a similar position and look to understand the

that interethnic relations were based on cycles of conract and isolation. These
relected o some degree the rhythm of the extractivist economy, which was high

have no choice but to constitute the world around them in ways that are

ways in which the indigenous societies of Amazonia ut about constituting the
speciic historical situations in which they ind themselves embroiled. However,

ly sensitive to world system trends (Hemming 1987; Sanros-Granero and Bar
clay 1998, 2000; Sweet 1974; Weinstein 1983; see Kohn, this volume). his tidal

the exploration of this plane of continuities, even when associated with the no

movemem had (wo basic consequencs. FirST. it generated new "discoveries." The

tion of structural transformation, involves

wO

parallel risks: on one hand, the

nineteenth-century rubber economy drew back into the sySlem peoples who had

danger of emptying the srrucrural content of global and local historical processes

been subjected to missionary inluences more than a century before. Twentierh
century state agents contacted "pristine" peoples already attacked by seventeenth

(Turner 1993:63); on the other hand, the danger of taking the indigenous world as
a universe apart, capable of transforming itself cominually, cannibalizing histori
cal situations, in order to remain the same. By adopting this line of thinking, we

and eighteenth-century bandeiranus. Native groups also enacted the "discovery"

simply invert the terms of the world system theorists who ind structure in global

of whites and commodities more lhan once (Fausto 2001:56-58; Howard 1993).
The second consequence was that these cycles of contact and isolation created a

processes alone and pure discontinuity at the local level.

special dynamic for social and cultural phenomena. Periods of retraction were

Various authors have searched for alternative solutions to this conundrum.
Oliveira (1964, 1972) coined the concept of "inrerethnic fdnion,'" highlighting

prompting hisrorical prss whose rationale was only partially---or even mar

the conRictual nature of culturally diverse imersocietal zones, as a way of cir

particularly rich in terms of the reorganization and re-creation of native societies,
ginally---colonial.19 This tCt is commonly obscured by elllllohisrory, whose focus

cumveming the dualism of acculturation studies. Sahlins believes it necessary to

tends to be either on processes of regression under external pressure or on the

reconigure "the usual binary opposition as a uiadic historical ield, including a

interaction benveen whites and natives, as though indigenous history becomes

complicated imercultur,tl zone where the cultural diferences are worked through
in political and economic practices" (2000:486), a wne in which ncw "suuctures

hislory only when

of conjuncture" emerge. Ferguson and Whitehead have proposed the notion of
"tribal zone" ro characterize the "physical and conceprual spaces that radiaTe out
from the borders of the intrusive state system" (1999:xii), an idea that renders the

a fact that is reinforced by a new scale of interaction. There is a multiplication of
relations, which reverses the insularity promoted by late colonial processes and
the former monopoly of mediation held by the state during the TWentieth century.

geometry of contacr more comple.. This is not a minor question, since spatial

In a sense, conremporary indigenous Amazonia is more avorably compared with

metaphors such as margin and periphery designate a center and thereby repre
sent the perspective of the intrusive state system.IR Geometry serves in locating

pre-Columbian Amazonia than with late colonial Amazonia. Network StruCTures,

perspectives and so can also be used to invert points of view, as Waddel, Naidu,
and Ha'ufa achieve by designating Oceania "Our sea of islands" (apld Sahlins
[997:103-108).
-rhere are, though, some diiculties in appropriaTing [he idea of intercultural
or interethnic zones. The irst is geomeuic; rhe second is perspectival. Such an
idea supposes a linear, cominuous, and localized geography. This may have been
the spatial conformation during some early periods of colonial history, but it does
not apply well to the present situation. The contemporary experiences of indig
enous peoples in Amazonia difer from those of paSt centuries in at least three
sociospadal and scalar aspects: the present absence of interactional discontinuity.

�

enter the equaTion (see Fausto, this volume).

Nowadays there is no perspective of disconrinuity in white-Indian relations,

multiplicity of connections, and regional and supraregional Au.es of goods and
information were probably common features of certain parts of lowland South
America, especially along the main rivers, in the ifteenth century (Soomen [987;
Lathrap 1973). Colonialism promoted insulariry by causing the demographic and
�ocial disruption of native nenvorks. The cultural isolate studied by functional

ISts and culturalistS in the nvenrieth century is a real product of this hismrical
process. But here lurks a paradox: now that we consider the cultural isolate to be
n essentialization produced by anthropological discourse, it seems that each ag
gregate we call an "Amazonian people" tends to represent itselfas a cuhural isolate
among other cultural isolates in rhe world, all of them distinguished from "white
society."lo
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-n1is counterinvention of the local is paradoxically accompanicd by "delocal

objectiying gaze of the national state, duplicadng in theory the politica1 asym

i7acion"-though not by "dctcrritoria1iution," which charactcrizes the colonial

metry between rhe twO poles; or we look ro determine the fully creative activiry

period. Much to the contrary, there is a deinirive territorialization of indigenous

of these peoples in constituting the 'whiu= world' as one of the components of

peoplc in Amazonia, which results from political conquests in lands and rights

their own lived world, that is, as historical raw material for the 'culturing cuhure'

(for the Brazilian case, see Oliveira 1998). Delocalization stands for the process

of indigenous collectivities" (1999:1 [5)· For Hill, the way out of state reiication is

of being able to skip local chains and build links outsidc the local COnteXL In thc

a politics [hat can "recognize that the indigenous systems of representation, still

past, thc conriguity of space was inescapablc. In the rubber economy, for instancc,

embodied tOday in the shamanic practices and the poetic evocations of a mythic

each node of the system represented a more inclusive perspectivc (Cunha [998;

and historicaJ past, constitute a parallel and very sophisticated approach to the
contradictions between nationalism and indigenous identities" (1999:394).

Cow [994.), but no one could skip a 10caJ node and reach a higher one. 111is was
sometimes physically enforced by the seringalisras who controlled strategic SpOtS

Parallel or incompossible worlds, then? We continue to believe, just like the

along downstream routes (Taussig [986). The same is true for state control, which

Amerindian shamans, that relating incompossible worlds remains possible, and

lended to bar interactions further away from the reservations. The irst agency

politiclly necessary. TIlat is to say, the work of anthropology, as often as nOt, is

for indigenous aairs of rhe Brazilian Republican State was born in [9[0 as rhe

not about writing or reconstructing histOry but abom relating alternative histo

Service for the Protection of the Indian and for the ocalization of National

ries, each with a unique perspective and voice.

Workers (SPILTN). To be able to conine people within the local amounted to
domination.21
111e production of these locl geographic spaces, with thei r associated control

he Book

mechanisms, was never monolithic. Even the jesuit IdU11Untos were ar from

"Ibis book, containing nine essays by diferent authors, favors an intensive exami

bcing (he Foucauldian panoptic. Today, though, the experience of delocaIi7.1rion

nation of various ethnographic cases rather than an extensive survey. Geographi

is not merely an omcome of multiple journeys and social interactions: it also

cally speaking, the book concentrates on the western portion of Amawnia (see

involves the entry of communications media into thc villages. Televisions, radios,

map, igure 0.1), fOCUSing on peoples located in Ecuador (the Quechua Runa

and the Internct delocalize even those who do not travel. It is now possible to skip

and jivaro), Peru (Yanesha and Cocama), rhe Brazil-Peru border (Matis), and

10ca1 contexts in imaginary and real ways, building connections that elude the

the Brazil-Bolivia border (Wari'). To thesc peoples are added the Xinguanos in

intermediary nodes of the system. These processes produce a nonlinear geometry

the geographical center of Brazil and, outside Amawnia, the Guarani, dispersed

that makes it increasingly diicult to locate intermediary areas of "contacr" or

between the south ofBra.il, Paraguay, Argentina, and the south of Bolivia. From

culmral "friction."

a linguistic viewpoint, the book has a wider scope, covering peoples representing

lhe second diiculty with {he notion of intcrculmral zone concerns the per�

a very diverse range of language groupings, including the Pano, Tupi-Cuarani,

spective we choose TO describe these relational ields. Addressing this problem,

jivaro, Chapakura, and Arawak, as well as a Quechua-speaking people. The essays

Foster asserts that the solution involves recognizing that "Melancsians understand

arc sequenced in the form of a fugue-that is, a theme presented by one amhor is

themselves and act in terms . . . conditioned by the continued encounter between

taken up by the authors that follow, "establishing a fabric of out-of-phase similari

agencies of (post)colonial states, capitlism, and Christianity, 011 one side, and
highly localized practices for making meaning, on the other" ([995:5). Few would

ties" (Wisnik 1990:120)-but without any inal chord of resolution.

be apt to disagree with this assertion. Indigenous peoples are parr of this wider

Tle book opens with Santos-Granero's essay on the Yanesha, one of the Ar
awakan peoples that joined IOgether under the leadership ofjuan Santos de Ata

social ield that includes a myriad of relations (which indeed always extended

hual1pa to expel the Spanish invaders from Peruvian Amazonia in 1742. In the

beyond the borders of any culturl isolate, even before European colonialism).

mOst successful indigenous uprising seen in the South American lowlands, these

Nonetheless. lhe problem is perhaps one of perspective, sincc we may occupy

peoples succeeded in ridding the whole region of European intruders until the
mid-nineteenth century. The Yanesha, however. do not emerge from Samos-Gra
nero's account as a traditionally closed people. On the contrary, they appear to

only one position at a timc, even in the gray wne, without ever encoulltering a
global viewpoinr. For Viveiros de Castro, there is no solution to this conundrum:
"The alternative is dear: either we take indigenous peoples to be creatures of the

have been extremely permeable to Andean and, later. European inAucnces. Inean

lnd Catholic igures people their religion and social life, bringing to the fore the

J '...

theoretical issue of how o conceptualize this mimetic appropriation of alien ideas

and practices by Amerindian peoples. Santos�Granero addresses this issue as a

Caribbean Sea

•
,
•
•

'

temporal procss unfolding in the context of asymmetric relations between the
Yanesha and other people {the Incas, Europeans, and non�indigenous Peruvians}.
•

The key question is how they construct this past of ceaseless transformation.

Atlantic Ocean

�What do they rememhcr but, above all, what do they choose to forget?" asks
Santos-Granero. The author goes on to reveal the way in which the Yanesha make
and unmake the past through selective remembering and forgetting, a process as
much concerned with the paSt as it is with the future.
Fausto raises similar issues in his chapter. He critically assesses the dominant
view cultivated in Guarani studies of a pure religious core upon which their
identity is founded. Fausto explores the issue of transformation both as a process
that unfolds in time (a history) and as a topological transformation (a strUCTUre).
He also points to the need to adapt our models of social change to the speciic
indigenous conceptions and practices of transformation. He looks at the con�
temporary Guarani from the standpOint of colonial chronicles, as well as more
recent ethnographic accounts of Amazonian Tupi�Guarani peoples. A very difer
em image of Guarani history emerges from his analysis. Much in the same way
as rhe Yanesha, the Guarani appropriated countless features of Catholic origin,

'.

yet this did nor lead them to think of themselves as others. They erased the very
process of appropriation from their memory. forgetting how they appropriated
and transformed an aherity that simultaneously transformed them. Fausto, as
much as Santos-Granero, tries to deine this form of forgetting, the making and
unmaking of history, withour resorting o some metaphysial necessity of remain

Pacific Ocean

ing identical through time.

Kohn takes the same lead from the perspective of the Quechua Runa of the

f
�ig. 0.1. Sou lh America, showing location
(J) Yansha ,

or indigenous peoples, including: (I) Avila RUIl:l. (2) Shuar.

(�) Cocama. (5) Mads, () Piro, (7) Wari', (8) Xinguano, (9) Guarani.

Avila Viejo village in Amazonian Ecuador. Instead of centering his analysis on
interethnic relations, Kohn focuses on imerspecies relations between humans and
nonhumans, exploring the perspectival ontology of the Avila Runa. The image
that emerges is of a cosmology sufused with history, although phenomenologi
cally experienced as timeless and changeless. More speCiically. the chapter's theme
is rhe cosmological role of animal maSters. These arc powerful beings who control
the forest and its animals, and whose relationship to humans is predicated upon
an ambivalent social contract rhat enables and at the same time restricrs predation
on both sides. Kohn shows how the Avila Runa came to incorporate their histori�

l experience into this cosmology, such that, for them, living "in rhe society of

nature" is based on a rranslocal and rranshistorical image of sociality. The animal

masters encompass a number of diverse historical igures: the indigenous lords of
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the region, the headmen of "wild Indians," and dle bosses and priem of colonial
and postcolonial times. By examining Avila Runa relations with the beings of the
forest, Kohn ends up uncovering layers of historical experiences with humans of

2)

of a unitary self or its complete absence. Amerindians, however, strive to acquire
more than an internally homogeneous self in order to become (pro)creative per
sons. From cannibaJ practices to vision questS, from shamanic trances to ritual

diferenr kinds. In the end, then, the essay is as much about interethnic relations

transformation, from posthomicidal seclusion to unerary practices, we observe

as it is about illlerspecies relations between humans and non humans, underlining

the same efon

the fact that Amerindians seem w pose no omological divide between relations

has guided millions of Amerindians for thousands of years, why should it not

across species and relations across cuhures.

also shape the more recent context of Indian-white relations? Most of us consider

The next chapter, by Taylor, analyzes diferent regimes of hiswriciry presem
within the regional system composed of Jivaroan people, their Quechua-speak

10

be more than ol1Self. Given that this notion of personhood

that there is something special about modern 'estern societies, and tend to see

other contemporary lived worlds as a projection of our own predicaments. Vila!?

ing neighbors, and nonindigenous colonists in the upper Amazon. Taylor argues

questions this assumption: Can we interpret the Amerindian appropriation and

that there are two modes of construing the past at the regional levd: one that is

usc ofWestern goods, especially clothes, using our own categories of identity and

Jivaroan and built upon the dynamics of imernal vengeance, and another, char

selfhood? Can we turn everything into a positive or negative symbol of ethnic

acteristic of their Runa (Quechuan) neighbors, that emphasizes interethnic rela

identity? We are so convinced about the power ofour objects to seduce hearts and

tions and the processes through which they emerged as hybrid cultures. These

minds that we often forget 10 ask what heam and minds are for the people being

wO

regimes are simultaneously opposed and complementary, meaning that the

Jivaroan insulation of their tradition from outside inAuences depends on OIhers.

seduced by them.

Gow follows a similar path in dealing with another traditional [heme in Ama

The continuity of their tradition is thus predicated upon transformation and hy

zonian ethnology: personal names. His subject is not the acquisition or trans

bridization among the Quechua-speaking people. Through an analysis ofJivaroan

mission of names in a local context, however, but their attribution and social

conceptions of illness as a process involving the dissolution of the self, Taylor

meaning in the context of asymmetric relations within a regional system in Peru

describes the passage from one identiry Oivaroan) to the other (Runa), furnish

vian Amawnia. He focuses on the Cocama and Cocamilla people, Tupi-speaking

ing a microsocio]ogical depiction of the dynamics of transformation that mani

populations, who were supposedly on the way to vanishing as a distinct ethnic

fests at the regional and hisrorical level as a macro process of"accuhuration" and

group by the 19605. Called "ex-Cocama" by Lathrap and "invisible Indians" by

"ethnogenesis." s a result, her work reveals speCiic notions of hislOr, agency,

Stocks, these populations were assumed to have passed from one set identity to

and transformation in which no ontological distinction between sociological and

another, namely, from that of "Indian� to that of "rural mixed-blood people."

cosmological domains is made.

Cow argues that [his interpretalion is modeled upon the idea of "passing as"

Tackling similar issues in the context of�interethnic contact," Vila�a addresses

another ethnicity-a notion originating in (he United States-in which the ex

cultural change from the perspective of Amazonian conceprions of body meta

Cocama phenomenon simply appears 10 be a case of hiding a "rea]" idenrity as

morphosis. Her procedure is similar to Kohn's and Taylor's, applied here to In

"Indian" in order to operate better in a social context where being "Indian" is a

dian-white relations and more specfically to the issue of changing indigenous

social handicap. -rhis is nor entirely false, but it is wholly insuicient and trivial.

identities. She criticizes recent approaches for not paying suicient attenrion to

Cow looks to show thar this phenomenon can be interpreted as a transforma

indigenous practices and conceptions of body fabrication and transformaTion,

tional variant of other indigenous Amazonian kinship systems, and in this sense

a topic (hat has been on Amazonian ethnology's agenda since the 1960s. Vi1a�a

should be taken not as the eclipsing of an indigenous social logic but as evidence
of its ongoing transformation.

bases her case on her research with the Wari', a Chapakuran-speaking people of
the State of Rondonia, Brazil. She shows how Wari' shamans inhabit a double self
position-one human. the other animal-and can switch from one to the other,
a switch that equals a changing in bodily anributes and, consequently, in perspec�
rives. Selfhood and identity are, in fact, concepts that l to describe what is at is
sue here. It is actually inexact to say that shamans have a double, split, or multiple
personality. since in our culrure these notions describe an undesirable dissolmion

A new thematic strand is now introduced into the book: the concept of an
Cestrality in indigenous Amazonia. Since the symposium organized by Overing
Kaplan in 1977 and Cunha's paradigmatic monograph in 1978, Amazonian eth
nologists have taken the absence of the concept of ancestraliry and the shallow

ness ofgenealogical time as general empirical acts with many implications for the
understanding of indigenous social reproduction and social memory. his set of
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features was also instrumental to the development of a more general approach in
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of which have already been known for more than a century. The simple fact that

Amazonian ethnology, which Viveiros Castro (1996) named the "symbolic econ

the vast majority of the region's indigenous population perished during the irst

omy of alterity." If Amerindians conceive of dteir dead as Others, they fall in the

century of coloni7ation means that no easy analogy can be made between the

same category as the many other Others in indigenous sociocosmologies, such as

present and the past. Fortunately, there arc still a few places in Amazonia where

brothers-in-law, enemies, animals, and gods.

past and present come together in cultural traditions that extend into the distant
past, such as the upper Xingu, where one can study more than a thousand years of

Erikson's analysis focllses on the masked igures produced by the Panoan
speaking Maris, living in Brazilian Amazonia. hese m.�ked igures, called mari

in situ cultural development. The region is a laboratory for investigating the issue

win, have previously been depicted as the representation of "ancestral" spirits.

of continuity and discontinuity. Over a millennium, an amazing permanence of

-11e author casts a new light on the matter by exploring the fan the mariwin

very ba.�ic cultural schemas can be observed, which are dearly marked out in space

are at once " ancestors" and "non-kin." They amalgamate features of otherness

and recognizable archaeologically; at the same time we can see an eventful history

and ancestrality, raising the question: How can a people represent their ances

of migration and miXTUre of diferent peoples, leading to the formation of today's

tors through others (Ot others through their ancestors)? Erikson shows that al

multiethnic and multilingual single cultural system. No one can recount the last

though the mariwin are associated with the dead and the preceding generations,

millennium of Xinguano culture without a irm "sense of structure," nor can one

and hence stand for the group's continuity and self-assertion, they appear less as

perceive it as less then eventful.

forebears than as virtual aines. The mariwin ambivalence is not uncommon in

In the inal chapter, Heckenberger focuses on several critical elements of Xln

Amazonia. An interesting parallel is found in the diferent meanings attributed to

guano erhnoarchaeology, which provides an Amerindian perspective on large,

the concept of amtam among the Jivaroans (see Descola [996). As with the mari

settled, regional, and hierarchical peoples. Such peoples, rare today, dominated

WiN, the amtam are neither entirely OTher nor entirely self-a result that matches

various areas of Amazonia in pre-Columbian times. Heckenberger's text resonates

well with contemporary discussion on the notion of the person in indigenous

with the points made by Chaumeil, particularly insoar as it questions the idea

Amazonia (see Castro 2001; FaustO 2002aj A. Taylor 2000).

of "genealogical amnesia" and an absence of "ancesrrality.� He explores how his

If, as it seems, ancesuality is inlected through alreriry in Amazonia, even

tory and social hierarchy are objectiied in ritual performance and the environ

among social groups where one inds the vertical perpetuation of identities, does

ment. Building on discussions of village space, houses (Levi-Strauss [1977] 1984),

it mean that the "cult of the dead" is entirely absent in the South American low

and the ritual consrruC[ion of the body, he argues that the upper Xingu regional

lands (in marked contrast to the Andean highlands)? Chaumeil scrutinizes a vast
literature on past and present lowland indigenous peoples to answer this quesrion.

complex represents the type ?f historicity that is usually attributed to small- to
medium-sized complex societies elsewhere in the world. He also challenges the

he shallowness of genealogical memory in Amazonia, as well as the well-known

strict distinction between archaeology, history, and ethnography, adding a fresh

practices for efacing the memory of the deceased, seem to indicate that little

spin to the questions of history, memory, and identity that permeate the whole
volume. In dosing the book, this chapter tries to reach back into an Amazonian

continuity can exist between the living and the dead, and even where it does exist,
it is tinged with alrerit. Chaumeil argues, though, that there is more diversity
to both the treatment and the conceptualization of the dead than is commonly

past whose distinct features have been obliterated by the massive changes that
have transpired in the region since 1500 A.D.

the memory of the living, is far from being a universal paradigm in Amazonia,

Taken as a whole, all the authors deal, in one form or another, with the same
set of problems concerning time and change. Indeed, how could it be otherwise?

acknowledged. He shows that the image of the deceased-as-enemy, expelled from
whether in the past or raday. In response, he sets out to compile and analyze a

The problems of cultural form, social identity, history, and memory interate in

number of practices that do not it with rhis general idea, revealing a much more

highly complex ways. There is no easy approach, nor any singular perspective, for

diverse picture of funerary and postfunerary practices in the lowlands.

describing social entities in a world subject to the dynamics of transformation and

ies in Amazonia, since it is not a simple rask to reconcile the ethnographic im

the ravages (and beneits) of rime. Through the presentation of insightful ways
of discussing the matter of time in the context of South American indigenolls

age of the dead as "people to be forgotten" with examples of unerary ponery

peoples, we aim at conrributing to a renewal of anthropological theory, one that

found in archaeological excavations along the Amazon loodplain-most items

takes a critical and reflexive stance toward our contemporary predicaments and

Recognition of rhis diversity has a paHicular appeal for archaeological stud
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cultural anxieties. ,he book, then, is also about our rimes. After ll, time matters,

it always maners, but it does not matter alw ays in the .1me way.

buroduction
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be rhe outcome of an indigenizarion of our own obsession with identity. The content of
native identity claims may be a particularly cOI'olmed form of the OIher's incorporation
intO the self, so well described by Amazonianim in other comots. PIJ fa chlng� .

6. The binarism of modernity produces diference through projection, taking iden
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tiication as iu ideological horizon. Binary opposition, in this case, contains an imernal
nlOvemenl Ihat is processual. temporal, and teleological in kind: the position of the Us!
lhem distinction indicates a development whose arrival point is Ihe dominant pole of the

opposilion-explaining the pregnancy of notions such as cultural assimlation, civilizing
pss, social development, and modenizalion.

7. The risk here is also one of turning the critique of cxoticization into a machine of

derealiation, capable ofconverting any form ofthought or practic::that fails to mcct our

Notes
I. Such is Ihe case with the upper Amaron (Brown and Fernandez 1991; Renmi-Case

vin el al. 1986; Samos-Granero 1992a, 1992b; A. Taylor 1992, I999), the GlIi3nas (Arve1o
Jimenez and Biord 1994; Farage 1989; Whilehead 1988, 1990, 1993a, 1999a, 1999b), to a
certain extent Central Amazonia and the Rio Negro (Amoroso 1992; Menendez 1992;
Porro 1994, 1996; Wright 1991, 1992, 2005), and the Atlantic coaSt and the basin of the
Parana-Paraguay rivers, inhabited by Tupi-Guarani peoples (Ganson 2003; Meliil 1986;
Monteiro 1992, 1999; Pompa 2003; Wilde 2003)·
2.

his is also the effcct of the current dynamics of academic compeIition on the

construction of anthropological Iheor. Cri li cal thinking seems to be driven more by

academic survival strategies than by intellectual engagemem per e. 111e overall result of
this compeIition is less a conStant intellectual renewal than the (alse) impression Ihat

there is noaccumuladon in anthropological knowledge, only endless rupturcs and Mturns":
continuous MposI"_erizalion (which amounu to a continuous pasteurizaIion of previous
ideas).
}. Agency is a critical cultural ategry in contemporary Anglo-American social con

sciousness. II connmes thc capacity of individuals qua individuals to consciously guide

their lives and aCI upon Ihe world. This culturally speciic concepl stems from a p:micular
notion of the person, predicaled upon self-identity and self-consciousness, in which free
choic:: is the model of aCTion and property relations characterizes the agents connections
to their aclS (see Schneewind t998; Strathen 1996, 2004; Tully 1993). s anthropologiStS,
we cannOI rake Ihis notion for granted, not just because we have altenative concepIions
of agency in our own cultural traditions, but also because other cullures have their own
speciic concepIions of agency.

4. l1le concept of ·'alteriry" is quite CUTrell[ in Amazonian anthropology, more than

in other regional Iraditions.

IT designates a certain quality or �sJte of being OIher or dif

ferent" (O.D), describing Ihus an ontological condition where perect identity is nO!
only unattainable but also undesirable. The produclivity of this concept in Amaronian
anthropology derives from LCvi-Straus's legacy, and, more generally, from modern French
philosophy (for an excellent overview, see Oescombcs t980).

5. However, we must perfeel our e. since what sometimes appears purely I"3ctive may

moral swndards and exigencies of r:lionality imo a igment of the Western imagination.
The European myrhmaking argument (see Obeyesekerc 1992, 1998; Sahlins 1995, 2003) is
a

symptom of this more general srale of Ihe discipline. No doubt all empire> are given to

mythomania, bt this is no justiication for demanding that coloni7.:d peoples cease to

believe in their myths qr, say, refrain from practicing anthropophagy (unless we wish to

behave like missionaries and colonbl administrators). An antiexoticist anthropology, wiTh

its derealizaIion of other realities, accompl ishes conceptually what colonialism sought to
achieve politically: w assimilale and identi.

8. We use �historicityn here in the sense of a general relation that a human coliecIivity
maintains with the past and the future, without implying any �hislOric quality or hr
actern (OED) as opposed

10

mYlh or iction (ufon 1978). This allows us to talk about

regimes ofhiswriciry and hisloricities in Ihe plural.

9. Originally, the session included the participation of illiam Fisher and Stephen
Hugh-Jones, who unfortunal:ly were unable

10

contribute to this volume.

10. Recently, Neil Whitehead edited a book widl a similar tille

0

our AAA session,

compiling some of the papers presented al the Wenner-Gren conference "The Ethnohis
tory of the So-CaUed Peripheries" in 2000 in London, Ontario, organized by Marshall

Sahlins and bringi ng together specialists on Amaronia, Melanesia, and Asia. Although

Fausto also took pan in this conference, we make no direct reference to it here since it
had a much wider geographical scope and a morc clhnohistorical focus.
Ii. A uct observed by Ortner in an carlier critical survey (1984; also see 1996). This shjft

W.� the

result of a veritablc new spirit oflhe timcs at the end of the millennium, expressed

in the publication (or translation imo E.nglish) of key works such as Ollrfill� )fa 7h�ory
ofPractice (Bourdieu 1977), 110lg01 HMdlIIlllillg (Rosaldo 198o), HistoricaL Mtttpbon ald

Mythical ealili�s (Sahlins 1981),

h' COSlillllion 0fSOcity (Giddens (984), and Writillg

Cultll" (Clifford and Marcus (986).

il. There is a recurrent misunderstanding concerning this distinction. As early as mid
century, vi-Strauss ([19521 1958) was arguing against Ihe idea ofpeoples withoU! hiswry,

anacking the Ihen common view thaI humer-galherers were frozen in an archaic state.

The distinction between cold and hot socielies appeared for Ihe irst time in �lhe Scope
of Anlhropology,n in which, afler staling Ihat the Qso-called primiti"e societies belong i n
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history,� he adds the proviso that "they have specialized in ways different from those we

have choen" ([1960) t976:28). It is this recognition of diferent as of dealing with the
passage of time that enables LCvi-Strauss o propose the distinClion bclWttn hot and eold
societies, noting above llthat his s
i a thoretial distinction, since no actual society cor
responds entirely to one or the other type. lhe ame argument reappears in 7k ilvagl
Mind, as the author pr:pares s critique ofS:'s historicist transcendental humanism.
Here he writes: "It is tedious as well as useless, in s connection, to amass arguments to
prove dlat all societies arc in histoy and change: that this s
i so is patent. But in gelling
embroiled in a superluous demonstration, there is a risk of overlooking the faCt that hu
man societies react to this common condition in very different fashions� (t966:214) .
13. As Sahlins points out, the danger of taking historical action s transcultural and
agency as a universal human capacity lies in producing a decidedly ant icultural h istory:
"in a hinoriography without an thropology, our accountS lre reduced to the indeterminl
cies of I generic human nature or the implicit common sense of the historian's own tribe"
(2004:12j-1l4). Abercrombie highl ights a similar problem in the rela tionship between
historians and mythology: " Historians have long thought themselves to be debunkers of
myths rather that students of them" (1998:410).
14. We use "diferentiating" here-pa' Wagner (1981:42-45)-as a nonconventional
symboli7ation that brings forth invention but at the same time speciics the convemional
world. he poStmythical order is reinvented only through the radical transformation of
what was given in mythic tims.
15. On this queslion, see in panicular the literature on the so,called millenarian or
messianic movements among Indians and mestizos rhat lourished in the South American
lowlands (AgUero t99Z; Brown 1991; Brown and Fernana 1991; Cunha t973; Hill and
Wright 1988; Santos-Ganero 1992C, 1993; Vais 1995; Wright 1998), For more recent
contributions, stt Vebcr's critical evaluation of s li[crature (2003) and the comments
on her anicle.
16. lhis nc:d nOI requir: a tanscendent historicity, produced only by heroes and C(
traordinlry events, since, s McCallum argues (2000:376), it may comprise a historicity of
the pceses involved in the everyday produccion ofsociali,. In this sense. the indigenous
equivalent of our quotidian history-"histories of private life," for example-would be a
memory inscribed in the process ofproduci ng persons (also see Gow 1991), though these
processes also imply tlie domai n of ritual and shamanism. On history and shamanism, see
Albert (1993) and Baines (2000).
17. No te. for example, what Toren has to say about myth and history in Fiji: "for s
ritual and tra(lition denotcs ixity. From this poim of view, it is diicult to understand
rinlal or tradition as a hislOrical process. . . . In Fijian terms tradition, ritual and custom
cannot be distinguished from one another and they e all allowed to be processtiaL
"lhe nOlion of ixity is reserved or history» (1999:64)·
18. Sec Boccaa's discussion (2oot) on the notion of fromier.
19. The bat-5tudied ss of cl re-creation r' those of the Selva Central in Peru

19

(Renard-Cevitz 1992, 1993: Santos-Granero t991, 1993), the upper Rio Negro (Hugh

Jones 1994; Wright 1998), and the upper Xingu (Heckenberger ZOOla, 2001b, 2005), rrom

the mid-eightttnth to the end of the nineteenth eemury. By saying dlat the rationale here
ws marginally colonial, we mean that these local processes, though liked o the wider
colonial process, unfolded during moments ofgreater autonomy, which enabled the rein
digeni.tion of (he "tribal zone.»
!O. It is a simpliicat ion 10 ll Ihis process �ethniication" if one sees it s a mere reac
tion to sptemic forces or as a strategic response to new mrket colldilions (Sahins 1997).
Although it is tue that the invention of the global countcrinvems [he local-that is why
contempoary struggles lake Ihe form ofcultual claims for recognition-it seems absurd
�
o simply move ftom the position that pcople have a cu lture ahhough they don't know"
o the assumption that "rhey think they have a culture although culture doesn't exisr."
21. A consistcnt project of dcterrilOrillizltion and locali1ation of indigenous popula
tions had begun much earlier, with the Jesui t ,ddmmmtos i n Portuguese merica (M.
Almeida 2003: Cstclnal-D'Estoi le 2000) and the r�dlfCciOlles in Spanish America. The
same poblem was later confronted at the level of state legislation and practices during
the Pombal Direccorate (1757-98), when a new plan ror civilizing Brazil's Indians was put
into operation (sec R. l me ida 1997). In praCtical terms, this was also Ihe problem posed
by the spatial srrucrure of rhe ur;nga;s during the Amazonian rubber boom (1870-1920).
'lhe SPILTN therefore inherited a series of colonial ideas and practical :periences, all of
which proved disast rous ror the indigenous popu latio ns (see Lima 1989).
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